Come celebrate women in the sciences! Events are free and open to the public.

**February 8th**

**Geology Seminar by Dr. Corliss Kin I. Sio**
"Stable Isotopes in Petrology: From Volcanic Eruptions to Planetary Evolution"
3:30pm, Williamson Hall, Room 100
Sponsored by the Department of Geological Sciences

**Lecture by Professor Miriam Harris, Macalester College**
"Hidden Human Computers: The Black Women of NASA"
6:00pm, Smathers Library, Room 100
Sponsored by the Dept. of African American Studies

**Outreach Event Featuring Twelve UF Scientists**
"Talk Science with Her"
7:00pm, First Magnitude Brewery, 1220 SE Veitch Street
Have a drink with women scientists from a variety of STEM fields to talk about their research and interests

**February 10th**

**Women in Science Day Fair**
Kid-friendly science demos hosted by UF student clubs
10:00am, Depot Park, 200 SE Depot Ave
Sponsored by the Society of Physics Students

**Public Astronomy Lecture by Professor Vicki Sarajedini**
"Supermassive Black Holes and the Galaxies They Live In"
2:00pm, Florida Museum of Natural History, 3215 Hull Road
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**U.N. INTERNATIONAL WOMEN AND GIRLS IN SCIENCE**

**February 11th**

**Ongoing Events for February 3rd - 11th**

**Marston Science Library exhibit:**
"Women Scientists and Engineers of the 20th Century"

**Physics Lobby exhibits:**
Video reel and poster displays highlighting famous women physicists.

---
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UF College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Department of Physics

UF Center for Gender, Sexualities, and Women’s Studies Research
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